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2017 LGBT PRIDE RUN RESULTS OUR PAST SPONSORS
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International Front Runners is an affiliation of 
LGBT running/walking clubs from around the 
world. Since 1974, the organization has grown 
to more than 100 clubs, including the largest 
chapter right here in the Big Apple.

Since 1979, Front Runners New York (FRNY) 
has been an active running and multi-sport club 
for LGBT athletes and our allies. Our 
membership numbers reach more than 800 
annually. Affiliated with New York Road 
Runners (NYRR), we run as a club in the many 
races sponsored by NYRR throughout the five 
boroughs.

ABOUT FRONT RUNNERS NEW YORK
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2016

ABOUT THE 2018 LGBT PRIDE RUN

Saturday, June 23, 2018 will mark the 37th running 

of the FRNY LGBT Pride Run.  Since the inaugural 

race in 1982, the LGBT Pride Run has grown to 

become the largest LGBT sporting event in NYC 
and one of the largest  worldwide.  

LGBT Pride Run sponsors gain unparalleled access 

and visibility to the LGBT and athletic communities 

with onsite marketing opportunities. 

We present you an unique chance to showcase 

your company as a supporter of athletic events, a 

promoter of fitness and wellness, and a friend to the 

LGBT community. Let us work with you to find the 

best sponsorship plan to increase your visibility with 

NYC running and LGBT audiences. 
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LGBT CONSUMERS – FAST FACTS
• LGBT buying power is increasing.

There was a 20 percent increase in LGBT buying power between 2006 and 20121, and at current rates, growth could exceed $1 trillion by 2020. Gay-partnered men have 
the highest household income, surpassing married heterosexuals and lesbian-partnered couples2. Taking into account household size, gay men have the highest amount of 
discretionary spend (money left over after necessities)2. In fact, 40 percent of gay men spend more than $500 a month on discretionary items3.

• LGBT consumers shop more frequently, and spend more when they shop.
In terms of shopping habits, LGBT consumers make 16 percent more trips to the cash register than heterosexuals, and spend 8 percent more3. In fact, male same-sex 
households make almost 30 percent more shopping trips yearly. The top three areas where LGBT shoppers tend to spend more are bookstores, wine and 
computer/electronics.

• The LGBT household is changing.
There has been a marked increase in the number of self-identified LGBT households. Specifically, the number of same-sex households saw an 80 percent increase from 
2000-20101. The majority of this audience live in urban areas, with many having plans to expand their families. In fact, 32 percent of men and 67 percent of women would 
like to have kids in the future4.

• LGBT consumers are on trend.
LGBT consumers are early adopters and influencers. They keep up with the latest styles and trends, compared to heterosexuals. Technology is a must for many LGBT 
consumers5. In fact, lesbian/bisexual women are more than 2.2 times more likely than their heterosexual counterparts to be considered “mobirati”—adults who cannot 
imagine living without their cell phones6.

• They support brands that support them.
LGBT consumers spend on brands that support their issues7.

• 55 percent will choose to do business with companies that are committed to the diversity/equal treatment of the LGBT community.

• 70 percent would pay a premium for a product from a company that supports the LGBT community.
• 78 percent of LGBT adults and their friends, family and relatives would switch to brands that are known to be LGBT-friendly.

• Brands with anti-LGBT policies have high negative corporate viewpoints within the LGBT community. However, many top-perceived brands among LGBT consumers do not 
advertise to this audience specifically8.

• One audience. Numerous opportunities for retailers.
LGBT is not a homogenous group—it comprises subsets, each with distinct traits, outlooks and characteristics. With increased segmentation, companies can appeal to 
specific segments within the LGBT community and better tailor their advertising to capture the hearts and mind of this audience.

Sources: 1. https://www.creditdonkey.com/lgbt.html, 2.http://www.marketingprofs.com/charts/2015/28101/lgbt-consumers-what-marketers-need-to-know. 3. http://www.catalyst.org/system/files/buying_power_lgbt_1.pdf, 4. 
http://www.communitymarketinginc.com/documents/9th_LGBT_Community_Survey_US_Profile.pdf, 5. http://www.richmond.com/business/article_c2212090-7883-545f-b28a-3a79c7ab0480.html, 6. http://www.experian.com/assets/simmons-
research/white-papers/2013-lgbt-demographic-report.pdf, 7. http://jenntgrace.com/lgbt-buying-power-estimated-830-billion/, 8. http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/supporting-gay-rights-good-business-157739
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FRONT RUNNERS NEW YORK LGBT PRIDE RUN IN THE MEDIA 

2016 and 2017 marked a new direction in local and 
national public relations efforts.  The following coverage of 
the club and the 35th and 36th annual event and attendees 
was garnered last year:

• NY1 News (‘17): Downpour Fails to dampen hearts at Pride Run in Central Park

• Elite Daily: How to Celebrate Pride Month

• Unicorn Booty: NYC Pride Guide 2017
• NY1 News (‘16): 35th LGBT Pride Run Takes Over Central Park for Good Cause 

• CBS 2 News: Runners Spread Messages Of Hope At Central Park Pride Run 

• FOX 5 News: Live shots from race, interview with runners (story begins at 6:04) 
• Runners World: Runners Come Together in Support of Orlando Shooting Victims 

• Rodale Wellness: Meet the Running Group Behind the New York LGBT Pride Run 
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The True Colors Fund is working to end homelessness
among lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender youth by
creating systemic change. 

The True Colors Fund was founded in 2008 by Cyndi Lauper,
her manager Lisa Barbaris, and agent Jonny Podell, following
the success of Lauper's True Colors tour, which benefited
LGBT foundations including the Human Rights
Campaign, PFLAG, and the Matthew Shepard Foundation.

The True Colors Fund works with federal, state, and local
government to advocate for policies that fund vital
resources for homeless youth, and that programs receiving
such funding are inclusive and affirming of LGBT youth.

True Colors Fund is a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization.

Approximately 40% of youth experiencing homelessness 
identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender (LGBT), yet 
LGBT young people make up less than 7% of the general 
youth population. While identity-based family rejection is 
the most commonly cited reason, there are many factors 
that contribute to LGBT youth homelessness. True Color 
Fund’s goal is to ultimately reduce the disproportionate 
percentage from 40% to none.

In 2015, True Colors Fund launched #40toNoneDay, a 
national day to raise public awareness about LGBT youth 
homelessness, and to provide supporters with simple ways 
to make a difference. 

Last year, #40toNoneDay reached over 98 million people 
online. What can we accomplish this year?

OUR 2018 LGBT PRIDE RUN BENEFICIARY
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PRICE
Exclusive Reusable Bag Sponsor $15,000
Pride Run Festival Sponsor $10,000
Vanity Bib Sponsor $7,500
Pride Run Festival Co-Sponsor $5,000
Digital Pride Run Sponsor $5,000
Fastest Team Award Sponsor $3,000
Team Participation Award 
Sponsor

$3,000

The FRNY LGBT Pride Run 
provides an excellent and cost 
effective way to build your 
brand and expand your 
visibility among the New York 
community. 
Whenever possible, we try to 
provide category exclusivity to 
our race supporters.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
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Exclusive Reusable Bag Sponsor $15,000 5 - Y Y - Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pride Run Festival Sponsor $10,000 3 - - Y - Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Vanity Bib Sponsor $7,500 3 Y - Y - - Y Y Y Y - - Y Y
Pride Run Festival Co-Sponsor $5,000 1 - - Y - - Y Y Y Y - - Y Y
Digital Pride Run Sponsor $5,000 2 - - Y Y - Y Y Y Y - - - Y
Fastest Team Award Sponsor $3,000 1 - - Y - Y - Y Y Y - - - Y
Team Participation Award $3,000 1 - - Y - Y - Y Y Y - - - Y
Mile Marker Sponsor $2,000 1 - - Y - - - Y Y Y - - - Y

LGBT PRIDE RUN SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AT A GLANCE

OPPORTUNITY

WHAT THE PACKAGES INCLUDE
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We are proud to have you join 
us in 2018. Thank You. 
For more information or to reserve your sponsorship today, contact Ryan Wallace 
or Brent Radeke, 2018 LGBT Pride Run Directors, at +1 917.442.2305 or                 
+1 612.670.3369 (respectively), or via email at PrideRun@FRNY.org
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2018 Front Runners New York 
Pride Run Sponsorship Details
For more information or to reserve your sponsorship today, contact Ryan Wallace 
or Brent Radeke, 2018 LGBT Pride Run Directors, at +1 917.442.2305 or                 
+1 612.670.3369 (respectively), or via email at PrideRun@FRNY.org
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EXCLUSIVE REUSABLE BAG SPONSOR – $15,000*
SOCIAL:

• Five (5) Social Media partner posts on FRNY Facebook and Instagram (4K combined followers) leading up to the race (long form)

• Acknowledgements over all social media channels (short form)

PRINT & DIGITAL:

• Logo prominently featured along with FRNY and NYRR logos on runner souvenir bag given to all registered athletes. 
New York Road Runners only allow clear bag check bags for all athletes

• Logo or listing included in all advertising and promotions for the Pride Run

• Insertion of marketing collateral in the Runner souvenir bag 

• Correspondence to FRNY NYC membership via club newsletter (800+ members; distributed via the Club)

• Logo and link on race registration page at NYRR.org (1M unique viewers) 

• Logo and link on the FRNY.org  (10,000+ unique visitors monthly)

ONSITE:

• Logo on Barricade Covers for Start and Finish of the race

• Naming rights to stages, tents with verbal recognition on Race Day, including several mentions from pre-race to the awards ceremony

• Festival Tent, permit and NYC Parks clearance provided for marketing activity. One (1) company per tent.

• Ability to pass out approved collateral on Race Day

• Verbal recognition on Race Day, including several mentions from pre-race to the awards ceremony

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY DETAILS 

*Price subject to production deadlines after 1/25/18 as identified manufacturer is in China.
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LGBT PRIDE RUN FESTIVAL SPONSOR – $10,000
SOCIAL:

• Three (3) Social Media partner posts on FRNY Facebook and Instagram (4K combined followers) leading up to 
the race (long form)

• Acknowledgements over all social media channels (short form)

PRINT & DIGITAL :

• Correspondence to FRNY NYC membership via club newsletter (800+ members; distributed via the Club)

• Logo or listing included in all advertising and promotional materials for the Pride Run 

• Logo and link on the FRNY.org (10,000+ unique visitors monthly)

ONSITE:

• Logo on Barricade Covers for Start and Finish of the race

• Logo displayed on Front Runners NY Pride Run finish line tape

• Naming rights to stages, tents with verbal recognition on Race Day, including several mentions from pre-race to 
the awards ceremony

• Festival Tent, permit and NYC Parks clearance provided for marketing activity. One (1) company per tent.

• Ability to pass out approved collateral on Race Day

• Verbal recognition on Race Day, including several mentions from pre-race to the awards ceremony

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY DETAILS 
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LGBT PRIDE RUN EXCLUSIVE VANITY BIB SPONSOR – $7,500

SOCIAL:

• Three (3) Social Media partner posts on FRNY Facebook and Instagram (4K combined followers) leading up to 
the race (long form)

• Acknowledgements over all social media channels (short form)

PRINT & DIGITAL:

• Logo displayed on bib that runners can customize for the race

• Logo displayed on Front Runners NY Pride Run finish line tape

• Logo or listing included in all advertising, flyers and promotions for the Pride Run 

• Logo and link on race registration page at NYRR.org (1M unique viewers) 

• Logo and link on the FRNY.org (10,000+ unique visitors monthly)

ONSITE:

• Shared use of Festival Tent on race say that includes permit and NYC Parks clearance provided for marketing 
activity. Limit two (2) companies per tent.

• Verbal recognition on Race Day, including several mentions from pre-race to the awards ceremony

• Ability to pass out approved collateral on Race Day

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY DETAILS 
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LGBT PRIDE RUN FESTIVAL CO-SPONSOR – $5,000
SOCIAL:

• One (1) Social Media partner post on FRNY Facebook and Instagram (4K combined followers) 
leading up to the race (long form)

• Acknowledgements over all social media channels (short form)

PRINT & DIGITAL: 

• Logo or listing included in all advertising and promotional materials for the Pride Run 

• Logo and link on the FRNY.org (10,000+ unique visitors monthly)

ONSITE:

• Logo displayed on Front Runners NY Pride Run finish line tape

• Shared use of Festival Tent on race say that includes permit and NYC Parks clearance provided for 
marketing activity. Limit two (2) companies per tent.

• Verbal recognition on Race Day, including several mentions from pre-race to the awards ceremony

• Ability to pass out approved collateral on Race Day

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY DETAILS 
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LGBT PRIDE RUN DIGITAL SPONSOR – $5,000
SOCIAL:

• Two (2) Social Media partner posts on FRNY Facebook and Instagram (4K combined 
followers) leading up to the race

• Acknowledgements over all social media channels (short form)

PRINT & DIGITAL:

• Company name/Logo watermarked for “Pride Season” on Front Runners New York LGBT 
Pride Run Facebook Page

• Contributed or feature article posted to or linked on Facebook Page and “pinned”

• Logo and link on race registration page at NYRR.org (1M unique viewers) 

• Logo and link on the FRNY.org (10,000+ unique visitors monthly)

ONSITE:

• Logo displayed on Front Runners NY Pride Run finish line tape

• Verbal recognition on Race Day, including several mentions from pre-race to the awards 
ceremony

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY DETAILS 
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FASTEST TEAM & TEAM PARTICIPATION SPONSORS –
$3,000 (each)
SOCIAL:

• One (1) Social Media partner post on FRNY Facebook and Instagram (4K 
combined followers) leading up to the race (long form)

• Acknowledgements over all social media channels (short form)

PRINT & DIGITAL:

• Correspondence to FRNY NYC membership via club newsletter (800+ 
members; distributed via the Club)

• Logo or listing included in all advertising and promotional materials for the 
Pride Run 

• Logo and link on race registration page at NYRR.org (1M unique viewers) 

• Logo and link on the FRNY.org (10,000+ unique visitors monthly)

ONSITE:

• Verbal recognition on Race Day, including several mentions from pre-race to 
the awards ceremony

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY DETAILS 
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LGBT PRIDE RUN MILE MARKER SPONSOR – $2,000
SOCIAL:

• One (1) Social Media partner post on FRNY Facebook and Instagram (4K 
combined followers) leading up to the race (long form)

• Acknowledgements over all social media channels (short form)

PRINT & DIGITAL:

• Logo or listing included in all advertising and promotional materials for the 
Pride Run 

• Logo and link on race registration page at NYRR.org (1M unique viewers) 

• Logo and link on the FRNY.org (10,000+ unique visitors monthly)

ONSITE:

• Logo is standalone on all four (4) mile markers around Central Park on Race 
Day

• Logo displayed on Front Runners NY Pride Run finish line tape

• Verbal recognition on Race Day, including several mentions from pre-race to 
the awards ceremony

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY DETAILS 

MILE

1
(SHAPE Women’s Half Marathon is provided as an example. 2018 will be the 
first year Front Runners offers this branding option for the LGBT Pride Run)


